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California enacted the nation’s tough-
est financial services privacy law when
Governor Gray Davis signed the
“California Financial Information
Privacy Act” (or Senate Bill No.1)
into law on August 27. Years in the
works, the Act overwhelmingly passed
both chambers of the California legis-
lature after a petition for a statewide
ballot referendum on the subject
intensified public support for the bill.
The California “Privacy Revolution”
is here – and its impact will be felt by
businesses far beyond California’s
borders.

Much has been made of the Act’s
departure from federal financial serv-
ices (“Gramm-Leach-Bliley” or
“GLB”) privacy standards. GLB
requires that businesses give con-
sumers the right to “opt out” of any
sharing of their personal information
with non-affiliated third parties
(“non-affiliated sharing”), but allows
businesses unfettered ability to dis-
close consumers’ information to their
affiliates. As of July 1, 2004, when
the new California law takes effect,
businesses must give California resi-
dents the right to opt out of sharing
with affiliates, as well, and must
obtain affirmative consent (known as
“opt-in”) in order to share with non-
affiliates.

The changes do not stop there.
California’s law goes beyond a simple
(and defensible) policy choice to
require higher levels of consent from
consumers. It also dictates down to
extraordinary levels of detail how the
law must be implemented, including
the form and content of required pri-
vacy notices. The law includes a level
of specificity normally left either for

regulators or to the good (but moni-
tored) judgment of the industry that
has to implement it. Examples
include direction on sentence length
(an average of 15-20 words); an
admonition to avoid “legal terminolo-
gy”; specification of font size, notice
title and envelope labeling; stringent
length and formatting requirements;
and a requirement that any notice
meet a state-specified standard for
reading comprehension.

California’s decision to enact such
specific statutory authority is a signifi-
cant departure from the approach
underlying the GLB statute and
implementing regulations. Where the
federal regulations provide examples of
how to comply, but do not mandate
specific language or forms, the state
statute includes a lengthy list of
requirements and portends massive
compliance burdens for those busi-
nesses unlucky enough not to qualify
for one of the law’s exclusions.

The Scope of The Act

What Kinds of Businesses Are
Covered?

The California Act covers banks,
securities firms, insurance companies,
credit unions, savings associations,
financial and investment advisors,
credit card companies, and brokers
and agents.

The Act also covers other businesses
that are “significantly engaged” in
defined financial activities, a term the
statute borrows from federal law.
Included among the activities falling
within this definition are, among oth-
ers, entities that lend, exchange, trans-

fer, invest for others, or safeguard
money or securities, and, subject to
some exceptions, merchants who
issue credit cards to consumers or
who provide financing as part of their
regular business activities. All of
these entities are, for purposes of the
Act, considered to be financial institu-
tions.

This broad definition of financial
institutions generally conforms to that
under the federal GLB regime.

A business need not be located in
California to fall within the scope of
the Act. Any otherwise covered busi-
ness that has nonpublic personal
information of consumers who reside
in California must comply.

What Kind of Information Is
Covered?

The Act’s proscriptions cover all
“nonpublic personal information”
that:

l is provided by a consumer to a
financial institution;

l results from any transaction with
the consumer or any service per-
formed for the consumer; or

l otherwise is obtained by the finan-
cial institution.

The definition of nonpublic personal
information tracks the GLB federal
definitions almost exactly and
includes even the simple fact that a
consumer is or was the financial insti-
tution’s customer.
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My Way or the Highway? 

A Closer Look at The Act’s Requirements

The Act sets forth specific require-
ments that financial institutions must
satisfy in notifying consumers before
the sharing of the consumer’s non-
public personal information. No notice
is needed if the financial institution does not
share such information with any affiliated or
non-affiliated entities.

The Act requires financial institutions
to choose between a standard form of
notice prescribed in the statute or
their own “homemade forms,” so
long as those forms comply with a
detailed set of requirements. If a
financial institution chooses to create
and use its own form, it must file the
form with the Office of Privacy
Protection and has the option of
seeking review and approval.

Some of the key statutory “form”
requirements include:

 The form must use specified titles
and headers, which must be “clearly
and conspicuously displayed.”

 No text in the form can be smaller
than 10-point type.

 The form must use “short
explanatory sentences” (an average of
15-20 words) or bullet lists whenever
possible.

 The form must “avoid multiple
negatives, legal terminology, and high-
ly technical terminology whenever
possible.”

 The form must avoid “explana-
tions that are imprecise and readily
subject to different interpretations.”

 The form must achieve a mini-
mum Flesch reading ease score of 50.
The “Flesch reading ease” test is a
measurement established in California
regulations that utilizes a complex
mathematical formula, based on cal-
culation of average sentence length
and syllables per word, to arrive at a
final score on a 100-point scale.

 The form must provide “wide
margins, ample line spacing,” use
“boldface or italics for key words,”
and not exceed one page in length.

 The envelope in which the form is
sent to the consumer must also 
meet specific message font-size and
presentation requirements.

The All-Important Exceptions

With an Act this pervasive, the excep-
tions become all-important, and the
Act does include several. This alert is
too brief to allow a comprehensive
examination, but a few exceptions are
particularly worthy of mention.

 First, as already noted, if a finan-
cial institution decides not to share
nonpublic personal information with
any third party, whether affiliated or
non-affiliated, then the notice require-
ments will not apply. The Act’s spon-
sors likely hope this will represent the
preferred option of many businesses.
By making compliance difficult, the
statute clearly seems designed to
reach this result. Of course, in an
environment where outsourcing is
common and where conglomerated
entities routinely share information
and technology resources, this objec-
tive is more easily ‘sought than done.’

 The Act also permits some sharing
among affiliates, even in the face of
consumer objection, but only if the
affiliate and the entity with the infor-
mation are in the “same line of busi-
ness” (defined to mean one of insur-
ance, banking or securities) and share
a “common brand.” This exception,
too, is not as painless as it might first
appear, because a business that choos-
es to avail itself of this exception still
must comply with the Act’s burden-
some notice obligations.

 Third, a financial institution may
disclose nonpublic personal informa-
tion to non-affiliated third parties
pursuant to joint agreement to offer
financial products or services, subject
to certain limitations and provided
that the consumer has been notified
of the contemplated disclosure and
has failed to object.

 Fourth, the Act allows disclosure
of information to affiliates or to non-
affiliated parties to allow them to per-
form business or professional servic-
es, such as printing, mailing services,
or data processing or analysis, for the
disclosing entity. This exception
applies only in limited circumstances,
mainly related to the scope and terms
of the services provided.

 The Act also includes an exemp-
tion carried over from the federal
GLB regulations, allowing sharing of
information where necessary to
“effect, administer, or enforce” a
transaction requested or authorized
by the consumer, to protect against or
prevent fraud or for similar purposes.

Non-Discrimination

Lest a financial institution think it can
decline to do business with a con-
sumer who refuses to permit disclo-
sure of his or her nonpublic personal
information, the Act makes clear that
it cannot “discriminate against or
deny an otherwise qualified consumer
a financial product or service.”
However, the financial institution is
under no obligation to offer a prod-
uct or service offered through affili-
ates or jointly with non-affiliated third
parties in such event. Moreover, the
Act permits the financial institution
to offer incentives and discounts to
consumers to encourage consent.
The Act does not attempt to identify
when a “discount” or “incentive”
becomes a de facto barrier to non-con-
senting consumers.

Penalties for Noncompliance

What is a prohibition without a penal-
ty?  As one might expect, the Act
imposes significant civil penalties for
noncompliance. Penalties range from
$2,500 per violation to a total penalty
of $500,000 where nonpublic infor-
mation of more than one individual
has been improperly disclosed. The
penalties for knowing and willful vio-
lations are not subject to any cap, and
the Act doubles penalties where the
violation results in identity theft of a
consumer.
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The Act provides for no private right
of action by consumers. Instead,
either the state Attorney General or
the functional regulator with jurisdic-
tion over the financial institution at
issue may bring actions against viola-
tors. However, given the broad scope
of California's existing Unfair
Practices Act, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code
§§ 17200 et seq., one may readily envi-
sion consumers seeking restitution for
violations of the Act, perhaps by way
of class actions

Effective Date

In limited circumstances, the Act per-
mits financial institutions to disclose
nonpublic personal information to a
nonaffiliated financial institution pur-
suant to a preexisting contract until
January 1, 2005. Absent that excep-
tion, the Act takes effect on July 1,
2004.

What To Do Now?

Entities that will be subject to the
Act, wherever located, should begin
assessing their internal procedures
now. Virtually all covered entities
already should have a GLB-compliant

process in place. The same principles
should apply to compliance with the
Act, but significant changes will be
necessary. These changes will include
not only the form and content of the
notice that must be provided, but also
potentially substantial changes to the
ways in which covered enterprises do
business and interact with their affili-
ates and business partners.

At the same time, developments at
the federal level may preempt part of
the California law. Congress is cur-
rently debating a measure that is
designed principally to extend the
preemptive effect of the federal Fair
Credit Reporting Act. If enacted as
currently envisioned, the bill also
might preempt some of the new
California statute - particularly its
provisions requiring right of opt-out
before sharing with affiliates.
However, current versions of the bill
(as of this writing) would not impact
the California law's restrictions on
sharing with non-affiliates or its
aggressive notice requirements.
Companies facing the prospect of
compliance with the new law should
give careful consideration to participa-
tion in the federal legislative process

with Congress or communications
with regulators at the Federal Trade
Commission.

Members of Paul Hastings’ Privacy and
Information Security Practice advise clients
on all aspects of privacy law and regulation,
conducts privacy assessments, formulates and
helps establish privacy and security compli-
ance programs, and represents clients facing
privacy enforcement investigations or litiga-
tion.  We also represent clients in working
with Congress and the Federal regulatory
agencies in the formulation and implementa-
tion of public policy in this dynamic and
important area.  

For more information on the subject of this
Alert or on any other privacy or informa-
tion-security-related topic, please contact:

John J. Altorelli, (212)318-6607
johnaltorelli@paulhastings.com

Behnam Dayanim, 202.508.9564,
bdayanim@paulhastings.com

Michael Lindsey, (213)683-6262
michaellindsey@paulhastings.com

Robert L. Sherman, (212)318-6037
robertsherman@paulhastings.com
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